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Demonstrating the potential to teach computer science to young children with physical disabilities.

Abstract

The main goal of this research project is to empower software developers who are physically disabled (e.g., those with limited mobility) with tools that will allow them to participate as equal partners and contributors in the information society. This is not a trivial problem in a world where desktop computing is dominated by graphical user interfaces (GUIs) driven by point-and-click metaphors. Software development tools are influenced strongly by such interfaces. The configurability of such tools to enable better access through speech interaction offers the potential to impact any category of user impeded by a point-and-click metaphor.

Challenges

- Traditional voice command systems are unsuitable. They are mostly dictation systems and focus on typing but not mouse control.
- Alice is currently being rewritten – a good interface should still be adaptable to the next version without fundamental changes.
- The original Alice interface is highly intuitive. A non-conventional voice interface needs to match that ease of use.

JSAPI

The Java Speech API is a standard created by Sun to define the interaction of Java with current speech recognition and synthesis technologies.

Recognition is driven by grammars, which tell the recognition engine what words to expect and in which patterns to expect them.

Background

Alice

Alice is a project from Stage3 Research at Carnegie Mellon University. Its purpose is to provide a fun and non-frustrating first experience with programming concepts for elementary and middle school students. Programming with Alice is based entirely on a simple “drag and drop” interface. Students are taught “objects first” through creation of movies and video games.

JSAPI in use

Part of a Java Speech grammar file

Project

Objective

The objective of this project is to create a voice-controlled interface that will allow a programmer to function in Alice without the use of a standard mouse and keyboard. The project provides an initial assessment of programming by voice to assist those with physical disabilities.

Challenges

- Traditional voice command systems are unsuitable. They are mostly dictation systems and focus on typing but not mouse control.
- Alice is currently being rewritten – a good interface should still be adaptable to the next version without fundamental changes.
- The original Alice interface is highly intuitive. A non-conventional voice interface needs to match that ease of use.

Bunny in a Maze: Alice by Voice

Consider a basic Alice world consisting of a rabbit trapped in a hedge maze. The rabbit has almost made it out of the maze, but its script does not quite reach the end.

The user has an objective: get the rabbit out of the maze.

Step 1

The user speaks the commands defined by the grammar to add a five-cycle loop to the script. The recognition engine passes the spoken words to the SpeechEngine class, which mediates between the standardized JSAPI classes and the custom Alice scripting.

Step 2

With the new commands, the rabbit will move forward five times as far as it did before. Success!

Step 3

Future Work

- More complete binding of the Alice interface: Currently the project supports only the menus necessary to open a world.
- Support for manipulating world objects: It is not currently possible to add a new object to a world or to manipulate the positioning of an object already in a world.
- Interaction with a running world: The voice engine only allows you to watch a world and control its playback, but Alice worlds have the ability to be interactive.
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